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The village on Panarea has no roads or automobiles.  Golf carts drive up and down 
steep stone alleys ferrying hotel guests and locals.  Three wheel mini-trucks do the 
work, while the local Carabinieri police drive the best cart on the island.  The 
“Carabinieri” look quite relaxed and nourished.

Commandeering a little desk and plastic chair, used for renting boats during the day, is 
my writing desk this evening.  The first helicopter seen this trip flies over, locals mostly 
say some form of hello.

Take a hike was my plan.  Panarea is down time after travel and cities for three weeks, 
create space and time to relax, take away the trains, museums and need to go 
somewhere.  Just be.  There is plenty of travel in the days near. 

Wandering out of “town” until the cart road peters out to stone walking path, my feet 
following the path without intent, map or direction.  The trail led to beach, which led to 
rock stairs to a “prehistoric village”.  This natural defensive position was far out on rocky 
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point, steep walls dropping down to sea.  The narrow isthmus to the village from main 
island forming the only accessible entry route.  Actual stone age and bronze age site. 

After musing on obsidian knifes and shell fish diet of paleolithic Panaranians, the feet 
begin wandering; a steep unmarked trail (trail signs do make great souvie’s) leading up 
and away; there was no decision, the feet knew.  Rock blocks and boulder steps along a 
ridgeline, knife edge at times many hundreds of feet above the sea.  A strenuous route 
on any mountain, this ridgeline features near vertical drop to the sea. The hiker is 
advised to not step over the edge.  Up, up and ever up.  Scrambling with one arm 
reaching out to stone wall while high stepping blocks.  The trail is marked by paint on 
stones and tight sections show footprints. Things are cool, this is ok, crosses the mind.

Looking below, away from sea, I spy terraces and stone walls.  Ancient agriculture is the 
thought, those islanders must have been desperate. I had spied a broad terraced 
drainage, (not a gully, but almost), while climbing the ridge.   The terraces and stone trail 
walls stacked breast high, likely as high as one can work.  Attempting to date this site is 
guesswork for this non-paleontologist, yet the prehistoric village gives context being 
much smaller, using smaller stone and without mortar or cistern wells.  The work is too 
crude to be late Medieval, (no dressed stones), leaving post Roman first millennia.  As 
portrayed by the facilities, life must have been desperate. 
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The stone work is surprising in consideration of the degree of work actually performed 
so high up on the mountain.  The need for arable land and water on this island 
ecosystem must have driven the primitive people to extremes. Terraces must number in 
the hundreds, each ten to fifteen feet wide, extending step after step until blocked by 
summit boulders.  The trail runs along the edge, a veritable tunnel of chest high blocks, 
twisting and climbing higher and higher, past terrace after terrace.  

Summit climb of Panarea, snapped a three-sixty of the Aeolian Islands in the only digital 
movie “footage” recorded.  Near vertical to west and north, steep sloping elsewhere.  
Down climbing was through steep boulders with stable but tricky footing.  

Part way down, but still very high on the slope, the first observed structure appeared: an 
eight by eight foot rectangle with a “window” opening supported by a barely intact wood 
lintel.  Snooping closer to the brush covered hut a roundish construction was revealed, 
then clambering atop this blunt cone showed an opening to the cistern well.  The 
cisterns interior is bell shaped, perhaps ten feet across the flat base, curving up with 
smooth mortar walls and closing to a two foot opening. This was the first of many 
cisterns observed down climbing among the terraces.   
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Later in the down climb I observed and entered a dwelling barely visible amidst the 
vegetation with roof intact. The only structure found with an intact roof.  Wood being 
scarce even during Roman times, the roof poles were thin and widely spaced, then 
crossed tightly with full length reeds the diameter of a small finger.  The reed platform is 
topped by thin mortar.   This roof may have lasted one thousand years.  

One large tree stump, rather the twisted burnt remnants of one, gave evidence to trees 
on these timeless terraces.  The “cypress grained” twisted remains reflected what was 
once a fairly large tree (not by California standards), by island standards a ship building 
specimen.  Above one cistern a stand of wild “Italian Cypress” sprouted from the rocks.  
Stunted and thick, showing berries, the grove does not resemble the heavily watered 
candlesticks seen in domestic landscapes.  

The native fauna includes species never observed, including many succulent species, 
thick sturdy brushes and short-lived delicate flowering annuals on long stems reaching 
for light. On “higher ground” three different types of berry bushes (not vines), one bitter 
tasting, plus stubby hardwoods closely resembling the madrone of the California 
motherlode.  Except for the Italian Cypress no softwoods such as the Sardinian pines 
on Capresa, prickly pear cactus surges everywhere from crevices.

The broken sign indicated nothing, above painted on rock was an arrow pointing left and 
up.  Above the arrow was lettered the word “Castello”.  Now out of water, I am becoming 
a bit soft about climbing again, causing pause.  The thought “I will never be here again” 
came through, the feet again made a decision, despite the heat and water.  Climbing 
and winding and climbing opened to the terraces with trail “canyons”. 
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There is no grand fort or castle to be seen anywhere, this gully is running out of room 
for a castle up here.  From the terraced gully, while gazing up toward a natural rock 
tower overlooking the sea edge, the consideration to find a trail up that beast fortunately 
passes.  Vegetated stone blocks reach up three hundred vertical feet. The route looks 
kinda treacherous to climb so maybe … that moment I realize the natural tower summit 
is topped with a low rectangular wall.  Castello is a fortified natural tower.  Binoculars  
confirm the low wall topping this natural defensive fortification. Just finding the trainl and 
scaling likely requires use of hand holds.  I visualize local terrace builders shooting 
arrows and rolling stones on marauding pirates while scanning this bad-boy.

A large raptor appeared next moment in my binocular view, lifting in drafts created by 
the “castello” tower. Gasping for a moment, I was able to keep the glasses tracking the 
falcon, or what I dreamed to be a “griffon”.  The predator soared passively on drafts 
pushed vertical on airflows impeded by the tower; no flaps as he calmly circled.   A 
wingspan of three to four feet, primaries fully extended and twitching to micro-control to 
draft changes.  Broad tail fanned out, steady.  Not a colorful bird, tans colors with large 
identifying cream patches on the wing underside. Legs stayed tucked as he made pass 
after pass.   Good sighting. 
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